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TEACHER SHORTAGE 
Motion 

Resumed from an earlier stage of the sitting. 

HON BARBARA SCOTT (South Metropolitan) [5.39 pm]:  Just prior to question time this afternoon, I was 
referring to this government’s lack of recognition of the importance of the early years in education because it had 
not appointed a director of early childhood education.  Under the Liberal government, we had a senior person at 
directorship level with that responsibility, and members who are familiar with the Department of Education and 
Training’s bureaucracy will know that each of the major learning areas is recognised, and directors have 
responsibility for certain areas.  When the early childhood programs were expanded to a preprimary year and a 
kindergarten year for every four and five-year-old child in this state, more than ever before it was recognised that 
somebody needs to be at the steering wheel of that ship to ensure that standards of good early childhood practice 
are kept up in the state.  That is also reflective of what teachers might be taught in their training and preparation 
for early childhood education.   

I will quickly refer to the latest furore that has broken out over the guidelines for teaching kindergarten and 
preprimary children next year.  These guidelines are under fire from education experts.  The headline in The 
West Australian of 15 November reads “Schoolwork and little play makes dull day for young kids”.  I could not 
agree more because little children - I have said this on a number of occasions - from the time they are born, and 
in fact, right through their lives, learn through their play.  This is particularly true for preschoolers before they 
have compulsory education.  Right through their early years of primary school, children learn through their play, 
and even adults often learn far better by doing rather than by being instructed.  Therefore, it is very important in 
understanding child development to know which components ought to be considered important in the structure 
of a training program for new and graduating teachers.  I previously referred to the criticism of that two-year 
teacher assistant course, which is grossly flawed and grossly undervalues the importance of the primary school 
years of schooling.  The article in The West Australian talks more about the guidelines for the early childhood 
syllabus and quotes a number of people - 

Edith Cowan University - 

Which has a high reputation for educating early childhood teachers - 

early childhood program director Carmel Maloney said the draft syllabuses needed substantial rewriting 
because they failed to take into account ways that young children learnt.   

That is the critical difference between a syllabus that sets out things that need to be known, and a syllabus that 
sets out how teachers encourage children to learn.  There is a big difference.   

During the estimates committee sessions this year, I asked whether any parenting input would be put into the 
development of these early childhood education syllabuses.  I was told flatly “no”, almost as if to say “Well, 
what would parents know about an input into an early years’ syllabus?”  I can tell members that if they ask any 
parent about early childhood education, they will very honestly tell members about their children and the sorts of 
things they want.  What all parents do not want is for their little children to fail.  Once a syllabus has been set up 
with a level of achievement, if children do not reach that level, rather than succeed in the early years, they will 
fail.  They will get a report card that says “sorry - failed”.   

In my years, I have done a lot of work with parents around the state talking about the importance of early 
learning.  I would say to parents that if they went to the back of Mukinbudin or out where Murray Criddle lives, 
any child three, four, five or six years of age would know every make of harvester, what a front-end loader is, 
what a seeder is, and whatever.  However, if we asked those children what an orthopaedic surgeon is, unless dad 
has had a hip or knee replacement, they may not know.  Children at Dalkeith Primary School, where I taught for 
some years, would ask, “What is a Farrington tunnel?”; I think that is the name of the machine they use for 
watering paddocks in the wheatbelt, and that it was named after a man in England.  Anyhow, the kids out the 
back of Bunkun, Burracoppin or Bencubbin would know.  If we walked into a classroom in Dalkeith and asked 
the children whether they know what an orthopaedic surgeon is, the typical answer we would get is, “Yes, my 
friend’s dad is an orthopaedic surgeon, and my other friend’s dad is a gynaecologist.”  If a syllabus says teach 
this or that, it does not undertake to allow for the input of the home and environment in which a child grows up.  
As I said earlier, part of the basic training for good teaching involves how to help children progress through to 
the next stage.   

I have often quoted a Roosevelt comment when he was planning early childhood programs; that is, “What the 
good and wise parent wants for his child so should a nation want for its children.”  If members ask parents what 
they want for their children, they will tell them.  Aboriginal mothers will tell members what is important for their 
little children.  They will probably want their children to read at a later date, to know their tribal ways and 
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understand all of that, and want to have an opportunity in school to learn that.  Therefore, the arrogance of this 
government to say that it will not involve parents in developing a syllabus for children - 

Hon Peter Collier:  What about the sector input? 

Hon BARBARA SCOTT:  I was going to move to that.  Of course, people in the sector are the next level.  The 
early childhood advocacy group, Early Childhood Australia, has refused to back the syllabus document in its 
present form.  What relevance does this have on the teacher shortage?  My view is that once we downgrade a 
level of training or an expectation of what graduate teachers need to know, a whole lot of people will not know 
whether to encourage their son or daughter into the profession.  A lot of teachers come from families of teachers.  
Why would I, as a parent, encourage my children to go into this field if they will not be able to have proper, 
thorough and resourceful training through their course of studies?  I can tell members that most parents who are 
teachers and have trained as teachers value the professional side of teaching and the importance of having good 
people in classrooms. 

Debate interrupted, pursuant to standing orders. 
 


